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STRAWBERRY-FROSTED SUGAR COOKIES 

Adapted from a tastykitchen.com recipe 

Makes about 2 dozen cookies 

For cookies: 

• 2 sticks butter, at room temperature 

• 2 C granulated sugar 

• 2 eggs 

• 2 tsp vanilla 

• 3 C all-purpose flour 

• 1 tsp baking soda 

• 1 tsp salt 

For strawberry frosting: 

• 1 1/2 C fresh strawberries, rinsed, hulled, and cut into pieces 

• 1 Tbsp granulated sugar 

• 3 1/2 C powdered sugar, measured then sifted  

• 1 tsp lemon juice 

• 1 Tbsp light corn syrup 

In a small bowl, stir 1 Tbsp granulated sugar into the strawberries. Cover and refrigerate for at least a 
couple of hours or up to several hours, or until the strawberries have yielded a nice amount of syrupy 
juice. 

Meanwhile, preheat oven to 375.  

In a large mixing bowl, beat together butter and 2 C granulated sugar until creamy. Add eggs and 
vanilla, and beat until thoroughly incorporated. 

In a separate mixing bowl, combine flour, baking soda, and salt. Gradually mix flour mixture into 
butter mixture until well combined. 

Roll dough into approximately 1" diameter balls (I used a #40 cookie scoop), and place on a foil-
lined baking sheet. Bake for about 10-12 minutes, or until cookies are set but still light on top. Cool for 
a few minutes on the baking sheet, then transfer to a rack to cool completely. 

When cookies are totally cool, make the frosting. Remove strawberries from the fridge and place 
them in a sieve or mesh colander over a bowl (to catch the juices). In a large mixing bowl, combine 
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powdered sugar, lemon juice, corn syrup, and juice from the strawberries. Unless your strawberries 
have produced a very large amount of juice, you will probably find the mixture hard to stir at this 
point, as it will seem like there is not enough liquid. Using the back of a spoon, mash the strawberries 
against the sieve or colander to press more juice out into the bowl. Add this pulpy juice to sugar 
mixture, and repeat until you have enough strawberry juice to be able to stir the frosting together. 
Whisk mixture together until smooth and free of lumps.  

Once the frosting is at a spreadable consistency, spread frosting onto cookies (for thinner frosting on 
top), or dip the cookies into the frosting (as I did, for thicker frosting on top) and set on wax paper or 
parchment paper to dry. The frosting will dry smooth and hard on top, but it will take longer if you've 
opted for thicker frosting. 

Once frosting is dry, store cookies in an airtight container for up to a few days. If they last that long. 


